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About This Game

Crankies Workshop is a true or false question game with a colorful and friendly atmosphere. Crankie needs help assembling his
new order of Grizzbot's and he needs you to answer the knowledge machines questions to keep it assembling the robots. He will

show you the ropes and then set you loose on all 30 levels consisting of 10 questions per level. Each question you answer is a
stage in the robots assembly and has a dollar value based on the speed you answer correctly. The overall value of each of the 30
completed robots(levels) is tracked and assigned a rating of 1,2,3 by Crankie so you can see yourself progress and try and beat

previous scores.

Features:
Colorful and Friendly Atmosphere
30 Robots(aka Levels) to complete

300 True or False Challenging Questions
3 Ranks to reach per level
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crankies workshop grizzbot assembly steam. crankies workshop grizzbot assembly

\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. When you start the game It says that it is currently in Early Access. This game is not in early
access, nevertheless I shall judge it.

PS I played for far too long, the game crashed and I had to restart again. :'(. I buy this game just because i heard that this game is
from my native nation (Vietnam) . And when i play it , i have to admit that this game is a totally disaster . , yes you have a cool
workshop where you can upgrade your weapon , item but the game is so much bored . Just over and over and over kill dead then
go home .
+Gameplay (6/10)
+Item upgrade system (8/10)
+Graphic (5/10). A very good game. Really set the ground base for the Creeper World series. If you played Creeper World 3
first on steam, this is worth a buy if only to see how the series began.. Great game for the family and friends! I love interactive
games and found this the best game out there for parties and get togethers. It is simple to stream and anyone can do it! EVEN
ME! The devs do a stream of their games on twitch. Massive credit to the devs! (You can thank me later). Even if i didnt play it
that long i can give quick review what game seems to me.

So first of all. The feeling of driving Dirt Bike is just so real, turning feels so good like its real life.
Only bad thing is when you do tricks in air they dont feel quite good as in other games.

Now the bad thing about this game is that you need controller for game, or you need to reset all keys in order to play with
keyboard.
Overall this game feels really good.

Positive>

Good control of vehicle.
Movements of turning are perfect.
Game optimization is very good.
Game is really challenging in its own way.
Graphics look good, not great.

Negative>

No default for keyboard.
Tricks in air are horrible.
if you crash into something then screen going gray is horrible.
Falling off the bike animation is horrible.

My view of game: 7/10.
i would recommend this game to anyone who loves motorcycle racing games.
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I do NOT recommend this game, it is so slow!!!!!!! I can run train sim faster than this crap! Dont make the mistake I made do
NOT BUY IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Better than the first. Forget Nostalgia. This game does not run well. I don't know how they messed
up this one after 1-3 ran well.
The whole game is laggy. From the very poor lip synching to the extra low frames. I was going up the dresser jumping game and
it is impossible. Scene transitions are jarring. I apparently walk off a cliff at one point but only see myself land in some laundry,
and I ask "How did I end up here!?"

This one doesn't work. Forget nostalgia and save your money.. Good, solid fun. Excellent addition to the series.. If you love
huge Union Pacfic steam engines then i recommend this. It comes with assicatied passenger cars and a baggage car. Along with
some frieght cars.. This game needs to be nominated for the best fictional gunfight in the history of entertainment media.. I
really wanted to like this, it looked like a lot of fun. That said, I ended up disappointed.

The Good:
Well made environments.
Good physics engine.
An interesting take on an inventory system.
Good sounds and ambience.

The Odd:
Because the items in your hands retain physics collision, some interesting things can happen.
The melee weapons are much more powerful than the gun.
You can wear hats however you want on your head since they are placeables.
You grab things with the trigger, and release with the grip, which is fine with items, but it also uses this for world items, like
drawers and doors.

The Ugly:
Blurry, I run an I7 7600k, with 32 gb of ddr4 ram, and an Nvidia 1070gtx, yet the visuals are blurry.
Options page, as of writing this, does not work.
No saves or checkpoints as far as I could find, if you quit, or crash, its start from scratch along with a fairly long boat ride in
which you can't do anything.
The enemy ai is... inscrutable. Half the time it would just walk by me, the other times, it seemed to come at me from a great
distance, and I could find no rhyme or reason to why.
Only one movement option, which is head orientation sliding.

All told, this game feels like it needed more development time.. Interesting direction in terms of game controls. Pretty graphics
and non-invasive music make up a nice atmosphere. Puzzles are intuitive and sometimes moderately challenging. Would love to
see an extended version!. Simply and easy to learn.

Beta Branch Patch 0.15.8 Patchnotes:
We're squeezing in an important update before the combat update to add a feature that has been long requested and has been
more than overdue: Out-of-sector-catch-up.

Basically, the way it works in Avorion is this: Since sectors take up a lot of memory, they're unloaded onto your hard drive when
they haven't been visited for a while or when there are no players or player crafts in them.
The major problem that is created by this system, is that sectors without players or crafts are basically frozen, meaning they will
be in the same state when they're re-loaded into memory as they were when they were unloaded.
You could visit a sector after hours and it would basically still be in the same state.
In order to tackle this issue, we've introduced a callback to our scripts that will enable scripts to get a notification for when a
sector has been loaded from disk, and how long it has been since it was last loaded.

We've equipped the most important entity scripts (ie. factories and similar) with this kind of callback so that the economy isn't
frozen every time you leave a sector.

The out-of-sector-catch-up will be available for all stations in existing savegames, while the new stocking mechanic will only be
available to newly discovered factories, due to technical reasons.
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Beta Branch Note: These changes are currently available on the beta branch. The beta branch is for testing experimental
changes and for finding and fixing errors.

This is how you get access to the beta branch (USE AT YOUR OWN RISK):
Right-Click on Avorion in your Steam list, Properties -> Betas -> Select branch 'beta'.

Gameplay. Escape Legacy : Ancient Scrolls - Update v1.1:
Hello! We read listen and watch every video you make on our game and we are excited that you like it! That's why we take into
account every issue each one of you has and we take steps to make Escape Legacy more suitable for everyone!

PatchNotes v1.1 :

- 48 New Achievements!!!
 +30 for Level Completion
 +18 for Gem Collecting
-Corrected Invert Mouse control for Y-Axis only
-Character will walk at a steady pace, to Run Hold - Left Shift
-Crouch animations made more smooth

Thank you for Escaping! :-). 《武侠乂》11：30分服务器临时维护公告:
为了给大家带来更好的游戏体验，我们定于11月8日11:30分进行限量测试服务器停机维护，此次维护将对服务器端进行优化调整，预计维护时间90-120分钟，由此带来的不便，敬请谅解
！

《武侠乂》运营组
2018-11-08. UPDATE - 1.12:
Well guys, we've been working hard this weekend to improve the experience graphic settings and general rendering.

Here are the patch notes:

Re-textured the International Space Station.

Changed by force the graphic preferences for Unity, the game will now render on fantastic on every computer.
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Hope you guys enjoy! 

If you are still experiencing phantom materials after the patch (black materials) post a screenshot or a thread on the community
hub.

The Patagoniart Team.. [Preview] 1.1.1 version will update soon:
Update done
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